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Probabilistic Causality

-When contigencies between 
causes and effects are not one to 
one; they are in some respects 

stochastic



Studies of Cognition in relation to 
Probabilistic Causation must account 

for instances that are…

-inherent in the way that the world 
behaves…

-inherent in our perception of the world; 
the information that we take in and how 

we respond to it



Why Study Probabilistic Causation?

• The appearance of stochastic events—
how do we reason about them?

• A  key mechanism in causal induction? 
• Arguments that we are causal determinists
• Interacts with how students reason in 

science class, about evidence over time,  
and about statistical regularities

• It interacts with how we notice and reason 
about complexity



In every day causality…
• Calling a friend sometimes gets a response.
• Pushing a button on a flashlight usually makes it 

light.
• If we plant seeds, many of them, but not all, may 

grow.
• Pushing a button on a game, might make 

something happen.
…but not always. The contingency patterns vary 

and so does our attention span!  

Events give the appearance of being stochastic! 



A Key Mechanism in Causal 
Induction?

• Causal Bayes Net (CBN) Models assume that 
we sum across probabilistic instances of 
causation to discern causal relationships.

• Gopnik and colleagues have shown that even 
preschoolers behave in ways that fit with CBN 
Models.

• However, there is some possibility that this is 
about tracking (Schultz & Mendelson, 1975; 
Siegler, 1976; Siegler & Liebert, 1974) rather 
than acceptance.





Are Children Causal Determinists?

• Schulz and Sommerville (2006) found that 
children resist probabilistic causes and search 
for nonobvious causes when a cause is not 
apparent. 

• They studied novel mechanical devices; gave 
training instructions about one thing making 
another thing happen; and in some studies, they 
studied one to one effects (4x) followed by one 
to none effects (4x) and vice versa.



How do children reason in contexts that 
invite probabilistic causation?

• games; biology; social instances?
• In familiar contexts?
• With scaffolds designed to help them?
• Could we encourage an explicit 

understanding of probabilistic 
causation?  

Why would we care?



In the face of stochastic evidence…

• …inferring non-obvious causes can be an 
adaptive stance.

• …however, an implicit assumption of 
determinism may lead to missing evidence of 
causal relationships that are unreliable or that 
fall beyond our attentional span.

• And an explicit assumption of determinism can 
lead to rejecting probabilistic causal 
relationships when reasoning about evidence.

• But the issue is bigger when we turn it inside 
out.



In a complex world, we need to be sensitive 
to possible causal connections despite…

• Noise in the environment that make them hard to 
detect.

• Attentional patterns that make us short-sighted.
• Causal patterns that significantly depart from 

one to one correspondence (accumulation 
patterns; triggering effects; increases in 
tendency/statistical summing across) for 
instance, increases in hurricanes, flooding, and 
snow amounts due to climate change.



Study Design
• Microgenetic studies, 4 students in each grade (K, 2, 4, 

6) (n = 16) across the school year. 
• High density interviews at points when students’ 

classroom and study experiences suggested that change 
was likely—as in Opfer and Siegler (2004). 

• Interviews proceeded from open-ended to increasingly 
structured to assess how students frame the concepts 
and the accessibility of concepts.

• Scaffolds used familiar examples and compared 
analogous causal forms in different problem contexts 
through “mutual alignment” (e.g. Kurtz, Miao, & Gentner, 
2001) incorporated in the form of design studies (Brown, 
1992; Collins, 1999). 



Why Microgenetic Studies?

• Summing across cases helps us to learn 
trends.

• However, in teaching and learning, outliers 
are an important source of information.

• They teach us what we can do to help 
other students—they offer leverage points.



Subjects: 

Students were from Boston and Cambridge and are 
primarily Black and Latino with less than 1% Caucasian 

and 78% on “Free or Reduced Lunch.”



Tasks:

• Four domains: biological, mechanical, social, 
and games (focus on authentic tasks)

• Included seed planting, hatching chicks, bubble 
gum machines, videotapes of brief social 
interactions, and a set of games

• Tasks that children might be familiar with from 
their everyday worlds were intentionally chosen 
to elicit their expectations and existing 
knowledge. 



Tasks With 
Stochastic Effects



Scoring and Analysis
Sessions were intensively analyzed. Using ATLAS.TI, we 

coded: 
1) transcripts and videos of students responses etic 

categories of probabilistic versus deterministic 
statements and;

2) emergent analysis of patterns in students’ reasoning. 

Independent coders coded the interpretive aspects and 
agreement levels were assessed with refinements 
made until there was at least 85% agreement. 

Emergent codes independently generated by two of more 
coders are reported here. 

Narratives were then developed for each student.





Siegler’s Overlapping Waves Theory 
of Microgenetic Change

• Path—how the child sequenced his/her 
behaviors to get to the change.

• Rate—how quickly and with what supports the 
child moved from the realization of the new 
concept to its consistent application.

• Breadth—how narrowly or broadly the child 
gained the concept.

• Variability—the difference between children on 
the dimensions above.



Most students were initially quite 
deterministic on the games tasks. 

• This was expected for machines that are designed to 
work in a certain way, but not necessarily for games. [On 
the bunny game: “You pick a card and then if you get 
one and you count like one two three and if you get a 
card and if you get the bunny on the circle, you turn the 
carrot and then the rabbit will fall.” (ln. 10)]

• Most of the students persistently pursued a pattern so 
that they could “be sure.”

• For most students, this deterministic stance did not shift 
despite multiple opportunities to play the games and 
designed opportunities to make certain features of the 
game salient.



Some Students Maintained a 
Deterministic Stance Throughout…

• Even prior experiences in biology such as 
planting seeds were interpreted 
deterministically and explained in a 
reductionist manner. 

• When seeking patterns, Andre referred to 
“finding evidence in science” and that if 
you look for the pattern, you’ll find 
evidence. 



Jordan and Carter (K) had never planted 
before and they each predicted a one to one 
correspondence between seed planting and 
the number of resulting plants (16-16; 4-4 
and 3-3; 21-21, and 5-5, respectively). 

However, Carter purposely chose not to plant 
a cracked bean in the package because he 
said, “it wouldn’t grow.” 

Similar patterns were found in grade 2 
despite a seed planting activity.



However, a few students at each 
grade level seemed to allow for 
probabilistic responses at the 

outset…



A few students approached the tasks in a more 
open manner—allowing for the possibility of 

probabilistic or deterministic responses. 

Table 1. Comparing Response Patterns: Elena and Andre



Maia (K, Session 1) engages notions of subjective 
uncertainty and objective uncertainty. She attends 
to the patterns in the game but holds a stance of 

uncertainty about what will happen.

• M: (22:30) Gets a Carrot
• I:  Maia before you turn that, what do you think it’s going to make 

happen?
• M: Either one of the other holes are going to open, or one of the 

rabbits is going to fall down
• I: How do you know which?
• M: (22:51)  I don’t know which one.  I cannot.
• I: Cannot know… uh huh… do you know why you cannot?
• M: No
• I: (28:24) Do you have a prediction about what hole will open?
• M: I don’t know which one



Some students could generate their 
own examples of stochastic effects:
For instance, Layla (Gr. 2) says:

“My shower, because sometimes when you turn the thing 
nothing comes out. And I’m like mom the shower 
stopped working! And she just tells me to get in the 
shower, so I go in the shower and all of a sudden water 
starts popping out and its cold and sometimes it will be 
piping hot. Oh and another thing, my baby brother does 
that. I’ll be looking for him and he’ll be standing in one 
place. And I’ll be like Tyrone don’t move, that’s my 
brother’s name, and then I’ll go over there, and I’ll come 
back and he’s nowhere in sight. I’ll go all the way around 
the house. Then I go in the hall way and I open the door 
and then boo out of nowhere. He pops out like the card 
machine and my shower sometimes doesn’t work.”



Those students responded in a 
more nuanced way to task features.
Table 2. Elena’s Responses Across Domains



In supported contexts, when contrasting 
domains, students were more likely to offer 

both kinds of statements. 
Table 1. Comparing Response Patterns: Elena and Andre



Certain contexts were more 
likely than others to elicit 
probabilistic responses…

• Gumball Machine
• Uno
• Social
• Seeds



Gumball Machine:
-Violation of Expectation

-Salience of Experience (Anchoring) 
-One to One Correspondence

-Immediate Response (within attention set) 

Kaylee (Gr. 2) appeared to make a breakthrough went she 
recounted in great detail the indignance of a gumball 
machine that did not deliver.  
K:  One time we went to a store. They had a gumball 
machine. My brother put one quarter in and he got 
NOTHING. 



In unsupported contexts, Some students 
began to make a shift towards recognizing 
stochastic causes saying that they could not 
predict the outcome in every case, “just most 
of the time.”  They predicted what a best 
guess would be even if it “would not always be 
right.”
By the fifth session, we see a dramatic increase in Rajon’s use of the 
term risk. He gets a one-hop card.  He moves his back bunny one 
space.  He does not move his bunny on 20 to lower space 21.]
R: I’ll risk moving this bunny [refers to back bunny] but I’m not risking 
that bunny [referring to bunny on 20].

R: It’s gonna be on one of these low ones.  [He sweeps his fingers 
across the holes on the top part of the game.]  You can’t predict so 
good. 



Remaining issues….
• Learning opportunities over many instances is 

confounded with exploring different cases and 
contexts.

• It is possible that certain contexts invite students 
to map the features of the inherent causality 
better.

• It is possible that the varied cases allowed for 
learning.

• Supported learning opportunities resulted in 
more balanced responses.



Remaining Questions…

• A deterministic stance may be adaptive; 
might it reflect a sense of empowerment?

• How does an explicit notion of probabilistic 
causality impact reasoning about evidence 
in science?

• How does it impact the likelihood that we 
will detect causal patterns in the world that 
are difficult to detect and appear 
probabilistic?  Can it?


